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ABSTRACT

Three fundamental systems of communication are defined: information, explanation, and imagination. Information is based on analytic distinctions between objects in the world. Explanatory communication provides knowledge through discourse, narration, logic, rhetoric and other forms of systemic elaboration. Intellectual discovery relies on a third system of communication, that of imagination. Rather than distinction or elaboration, imagination is rooted in intuition and analogy. The most powerful medium of the imagination is antonymous insight. The article discusses examples of the latter from warfare, politics, and science.

THREE SYSTEMS OF COMMUNICATIONS

There are three fundamental systems of communication: information, explanation and imagination (Table 1). The first system of communication—viz., information—is analytic in nature. It relies on the drawing of distinctions and the parsing of differences between objects in the world. This allows us to identify objects in the world and attribute characteristics to them. In doing so, we separate out elements of the world, and we isolate and define their specific features. Such analytic distinctions are very powerful. Yet their strength, which is their capacity to distinguish objects and attributes, is also their weakness. They are, by their nature, limited in their connective force. For what distinguishes does not connect. In analytic forms of communication, we are limited to connecting object and attribute, name and quality. That is more or less as far as it goes. It is rather the second system of communication that connects...
the propositions we make about the heterogeneous elements of the world. This system of communication takes the names and descriptions, the analytic reports and statements that we make, and weaves them together. This second system of communication is commensurate with knowledge in the full sense of that word. Knowledge as a system of communication involves more than information. This is true no matter how sophisticated the analytic distinctions we draw may be. Knowledge proper requires communicative operations such as inference, argument, explanation and narration. Knowledge is discursive. It involves the moving from one act of cognition to another in a systemic “chain” or “train”. It involves our capacity to reason. However, just as information has its limits, so does reason. Whether we explain, argue, or narrate things, all discourse reaches a point of diminishing returns.

Discourse and reason knit observations, reports, analytic definitions, data and statements into lucid structures whose “chains” persuade us, but only ever up to a point. All kinds of discursive knowledge, including scientific, technological, legal, political, social, and aesthetic knowledge, reach a limit at which point they cease to satisfy us. We are left feeling that the explanation or narration is not adequate, however elaborate it may be. This is the point at which arguments run out and proofs appear to be improvable. At this juncture, knowledge stagnates. How then, when faced with such conditions, is knowledge advanced, developed or kick-started? The invigoration of knowledge happens because of acts of imagination. Imagination is synthetic, not analytic. It relies on intuition, analogy, and the ability of creating resemblances between things rather than drawing distinctions. Analogical-synthetic acts of imagination overcome the periodic stagnation of the discursive system of communication. Imagination plays the central role in audacious kinds of problem solving, visualisation, projection, anticipation, and creative thought.

**INFORMATION, EXPLANATION AND IMAGINATION**

We all begin life in a blur. The most important thing a child learns is to distinguish things (objects, words, events, deeds). The child learns how to differentiate “mother”, “father”, “food”, “toy”, “flower”, and “car” from the primordial smear into which we are all born. Our first communicative acts are also our first way of systematising the world for ourselves. These acts are principally acts of distinction. We use them to carve up the world, to differentiate and distinguish one thing from another. With the passage of time acts of distinction grow more sophisticated. The same occurs also on a social level. Immanuel Kant, in the *Critique of Pure Reason*, made the point that acts of distinction rely on a more fundamental cognitive unity (Kant, 1999). Every object that is differentiated out from the experiential smudge of sensibility has its own spatial and temporal unity.